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[Ano64a, Ano65a, Ano66b, Ano67-39, Ano69-43, Aus75, Wil74]. Giant


Ghana [Ano64a, Ano65a, Ano66b, Ano67-39, Ano69-43, Aus75, Wil74]. Giant

Ghana [Ano64a, Ano65a, Ano66b, Ano67-39, Ano69-43, Aus75, Wil74]. Giant

Ghana [Ano64a, Ano65a, Ano66b, Ano67-39, Ano69-43, Aus75, Wil74]. Giant

Ghana [Ano64a, Ano65a, Ano66b, Ano67-39, Ano69-43, Aus75, Wil74]. Giant

Ghana [Ano64a, Ano65a, Ano66b, Ano67-39, Ano69-43, Aus75, Wil74]. Giant

Ghana [Ano64a, Ano65a, Ano66b, Ano67-39, Ano69-43, Aus75, Wil74]. Giant

Ghana [Ano64a, Ano65a, Ano66b, Ano67-39, Ano69-43, Aus75, Wil74]. Giant

Ghana [Ano64a, Ano65a, Ano66b, Ano67-39, Ano69-43, Aus75, Wil74]. Giant

Innovation
[Cai20, CL22, Ceb76, De 97, DT12, FSHdR18, God08, God10, Har02, Hen21, Kah16, Kay12, LM04, LAN14, Mar20, MKK22, MPW16, Pei11, Pra12, Tyf12, Val11, VS20, WW12, WW19, Wil20, vr14, Hun80, KBD75, Lew84, Maz75, RD03, S.82, Shi80, Wil86, Cai20, God12, God14, Rog13]. Innovations [WGL18, EP91, Rav78]. Innovativeness [Fal21]. Innovation [Haf97, Mac00b, MT67, RSS97, Wei72a, Rai01].

Instituting [Aro12]. Institution [Haf97, Mac00b, RBBI13, Dev80, MT67, RSS97, Wei72a, Rai01].

Institution-building [RSS97]. Institutional [AA04, BGB18, BZ21, CHJZSG20, CT13, Fel19, FSHdR18, FH13, Har10, MT19, MTE15, MB12, RBB13, SV14, SB13, WO16, Bu80, Lec87, Me72, Rit71].

Institutionalisation [BFGS14, ZM71]. Institutionalising [MH16].

Institutionalization [Vel18]. Institutionalized [Bul02]. Institutions [Ano62f, Coc09, GP04, Hop11, Jos94, Kay97, LBP10, LB13, PJLP16, RYI13, Ray09, Rei97, Str64, SJ05, Wei74, Ano67-32, Ano84c, DM73]. Instructed [Mac94]. instruction [Ano67o, Ano68h, Gaj68]. Instructions [Ano00c, Ano01d, Ano02c]. Instrument [BG16, Kay12, Shi70].

Instrumental [Log11]. Integrating [Haf97]. Integration [De 97, Pfi15, Pay80, Per71, Sch87a]. Integrative [HR09]. Integrity [PF21].

Intellect [S.72c]. Intellectual
[Ber05, Far01, Fox06, Hay98, Isr08, Lan05, Rog13, Mor73, Rüe75].

Intellectuals [Mor92, Lub07]. Intellectual [Gui06]. Intelligence [Ano67h, Mac89a, Mac89b, Mon76]. Inter [Kol83, Smi99]. Inter-War [Smi99]. Interaction [GL22]. Interactional [MTE15].

Interactional-Institutional [MTE15]. Interactions [BM18].

Interdisciplinary [BH15, LH19, Mad18, OB17, SMA21, Shi18].

Interdisciplinary
[CS15, GAL22, HR09, LH19, MEM20, MK19, Pan11, Pfi15, VW17, AA88].

Inter [Etz96, Roz04, Ted95, Ves88]. Interests [Bar03, BS07, DeJ93].

Intermediaries [KW11]. Intermediary [Hes13].

Internal
[Con96, MI81, Ano94, Rob94, Sha2b]. Internally [SMAR21].

International [Ano91, Ano01c, Ban15, Bau20, Can11, Dav20, DCJ22, GM03b, Kal18b, Koh85, No19a, Ole13, Roz05, Sal64, Wei12b, Wei15, Xu08, XOR21, Zim77, CH85, Hus83, Joh67, Kid83, MR95, MRC95, Ros67a, Sch87a, Sco67, Tho67, Tho68, Von73, Elz12]. Internationalisation [Ack08, Gen98, Jos94].

Internationalised [Lev98]. Internationalism [Roz04, Wid95].

Internationality [S098a, Ric90b]. Internationalization [TIC02]. Internationalizing [KBWA21]. Internet [MK17]. Interpersonal [DCJ22].
Interplay [Kah16, KBK13, Vol21b]. Interpretive [Sto11].
Interprofessional [OB17]. intervention [Hab73]. Interview [FHS09, Ano82e]. Interwar [Eng99, Kra18]. Intra [CT13].
Intra-Institutional [CT13]. Introducing [Pet18], Introduction [BDG10, BM18, Dem17, GM03a, GV18, GP04, HNW04, NSG03, Pes09, Pet96b, Pet08a, Wid01, Wid07, Zan02, Het97, Mom83]. invent [Fal21].
Invented [Die05]. Invention [Ben98, God12, SL18, Kei85]. Inventions [Kei81, SH18]. Investigaciones [SM97]. investigation [Pat85]. investigations [Dot72], investigators [Etz92]. Investment [DR12].
Italian [Ano68t, Cam85, Pan93]. Italy [Ano64p, Ano64q, BFGS14, Gua88, Hol74, Woo03]. Itches [Ano69-32]. itself [Ano90c]. IV [Cap98, Ano67w]. Ivan [RLH91]. Ivory [Asu81, CG22].

January [KHB^+72]. Janze [Eck04]. Japan [Ano70m, Cum90, ETMT70, Hay98, KKK10, Koi95, Low01, Low05, Suz01].
Japanese [Ano69y, Ano73e, Cum73, Kak69, Kuw01, Lon09, Mat08a]. Jason [Gre05]. Jennifer [Het97]. Jensen [Tur06]. Jerusalem [Mac08]. Jetliners [Dow17, Dow18].

Kingdom [Ano63b, Ano67m, Ano67l, Hut72, Lee06, Mah00, McG79, Pri98, WG97].
Kitcher [Bro13]. Klaus [Ano82e]. Knopfelmacher [Ano65o, Hoo66, Mor66b, Spa66, Sto65b]. Know [Dow17, Dow18]. Knowing [Mat08, Ray09]. Knowledge [And22, BDG10, BK18, Bal02, CA06, DCJ22, EKB22, Etz94, FP17, GM09].

Laboratories [Hod80, KV19, vR13, Ash66, Dei79, Kid66, Rit66, VW95]. Laboratory [CS15, Hut69, KL03, Mos78, And70, Cla70a, PK80, Swa70, TL77]. Labour [CS15, Hut69, KL03, Mos78, And70, Cla70a, PK80, Swa70, TL77].
Living [Dav20, Wil83a]. Lobbies [SVMN15]. Local
[Bul80, Dav20, Raeo6, Hum80]. Locally [MSD21]. location [Str64]. Lock
Logics [BZ21, MBS14]. London
[Vol21a, Ano67m, Ano67l, Ano67z, Ano69-29, Ano69-36]. Long
[SBR12, Win20, Att73]. Looks [Xu08]. Lorraine [Sha17]. losses [Sto72].
Louvain [Ano66c, Ano68s]. Love [Maz84]. Loyalty [Lan05, Inn92]. Lubricants
[Win20]. Ludwik [For08, Pei11]. Luigi [Weh15]. Lund [Blo97].
M [Abb09, BPM84]. MA [Hen21]. Maasen [Smi08]. Machinations [Het97].
[RG21]. Madrid [GR06]. Magnets [Mah00]. Maharaj [Ban15].
Mainstreaming [WW19]. maintain [Pri78]. Maintaining [Bey06].
Maintenance [Kar97, Dev80]. major [Ano69-33]. Make
[OPBCM15, RvDG20, ZIE10]. Makers [God02]. Making
[Ben07b, Bro08, FF10, Koen07, Log09, Lub02, MN13, PC02, PK80, RdR15, Tsv14, Van15, WG97, Gil67, Gus94, Hus83, Rey87, Ros67a]. Malaria [BH15].
Malawi [Mic78]. Malaysia [Lim74, SJP14]. Malign [LJ84]. Malta
[Ano81c]. Management [GL22, Sch05, SL18, Smi99, Ano70j, Daa74, Div94, Koi76, Lakh8, Mon95, Nay73, SH07, SV10]. Managerial [KB13].
Managerialism [SC12]. Managing
[Ano96k, Bja01, Bro07a, Chr08, SC04, Suz01, Yeo02]. Manchester
[Fle20, Wal96]. mandatory [Mor92]. manifestation [Hey87]. Manifesto
[Ano66p, HR15, Ano69r]. Mannheim [Tri94]. manpower
[Ano63i, Gis69, Gis70, Gru70, Joh70, Kin63]. manufacturing [Ano63].
manuscript [Cro86]. many [Fin77, Pay80, S.70a]. Mao [Sut97]. Map
[Rot99]. Mapping [BS11, BBMR17, Sha11, THE08, HK88]. March [Kor20].
Marcovich [Joh15]. Margins [Bro06]. Margit [Eck04]. Marine
[Kor06, Roz04]. Marja [Weh15]. MARK [Wal06, Hen21, Hop11, Xie21].
Market [Ben13, Dou03, Hen21, Sj007]. Markets [Bon08, Fie01, Kaa11].
Marshall [Bux03]. Marxism [Sta08]. Mass [Tro00]. Massachusetts
[BBV11, CS15, Es13]. Mathematics
[Kel85, Kid07, PD17, Sch80a, Sch87a, Tan21]. Matter
[Enc00, Tel22, Tur98, KHB+72]. Matters [Kar06, MN13, PF21]. Matthew
[Mul20]. McCarthy [Hoo87]. McCarthyism [Bad00]. McCurdy [Kri97].
McLean [Mul20]. McNamara [Two99]. Meanings [DR12]. Means
[ACGG14, HP19, Mil07, SH18]. Measurement [Fel09, ML89]. Measuring
[VFMGEE13]. mechanical [Div94, Kel85]. Mechanics [For08, Kel85].
[Ano66r, Ano681, Ano69-34, Kid83, Mac71, Ric90a, Sch93]. Movements
MTA [Mir08]. Much [Lit07]. muckrakers [Wei69]. Multi [Kit10].
Multi-Scalar [Kit10]. Multidisciplinarity [MARMSG20].
Multidisciplinary [BA20]. Multiple [WC18]. Municipal [Wal96]. Mutting
[Sta08]. Myth [JL19, Pla99]. Nature
[Ano73a, SKS13, Glo76]. Nationalism
[Ano69n, Bek13, BBV11, BPM84, CBB20, DT12, EV12, FM10, Gra66, Gre87, Hut69, Kei81, Lau17, MBS14, MS12, Mos78, Nol99a, Nou11, Ric90a, Roz04, Sch03b, Whi12, Woo72, Xie21, Ano65b, Ano69-39, Ano69-42, Bro72, Cla70a, CH85, DA93, DK74, Dei79, Han65, Kay66a, Mac89, Nol71, Por70, Ric90b, Shao84, TL77, Ves88, Ano65b, Ano65i, Bey06, Car78, Het90, Lan87, Log09].
National
[Ano69l, Ano69-38]. Nationality
[Pan93].
Nations
[Cam81, Kim82, Pri88].
Natural
[Cam81, Kim82, Pri88].
Nature
[Ano69l, Ano69-38].
Navigating
[Nas21]. Nazi
[Gil78, Hei06]. Necessity
[Roz04]. need
[Ano63i, Hun80]. neglect
[LJ84]. neglected
[S.70b].
Negotiated
[LT16]. Negro
[Ano67-34, Ano69g, Ano68v]. Nejedlý
[Win94]. Neo
[Sha17]. Neo-Kantian
[Sha17]. Neoliberal
[Bru09, Smi08]. Neoliberalism
[Weh15]. Netherlands
[BD67, Jul67, RdR15, Som08b].
Network
[Gui06, Hei11, Kit10, MS12, SDvL19, Sto11]. Networks
[CBK17, DCJ22, FAGH01, KBWA21, RG21, THE08, VV12, VFMGEE13]. Neuberg
[Bjo01]. Neuroscience
[Hen21]. Neuroscientific
[Smi08].
Neutrality
[Teu83, Wid95]. New-Public-Management
[GL22]. Newton
[Far05]. next
[S.72a]. Nigeria
[Ano69l, Ano69-38, Ano69-42, Bro72, Cla70a, CH85, DA93, DK74, Dei79, Han65, Kay66a, Mac89, Nol71, Por70, Ric90b, Shao84, TL77, Ves88, Ano65b, Ano65i, Bey06, Car78, Het90, Lan87, Log09].
Nigerian
[Kol85]. Niklas
[AS13]. Nine
[Mos80]. Nineteenth
[Bel98b, Ash67, Cro78, Cro79, Cro86, LP79, Mor82, Par68, Sze68, Tur87b, Wei87b]. Nineteenth-Century
[Bel98b, Cro86, LP79, Tur87b]. Nixon
[Orl86]. No
[S.71c, Ano67d]. Nobel
[Ano69l, Ano69-38, Ano681, Ano69-36]. Nomos
[Pet18]. Non
[Met08, Var12, WHF18]. Non-Academic
[WHF18]. Non-Publics
[Var12]. Non-Traditional
[Met08]. Nonprofit
[WBW18].
Noordung
[Het97]. Normal
[Mar19]. Normalizing
[SL19]. Normative
[SH02]. Norms
[Mü14, EP91]. North
[Aue80, Sku19]. Northern
[Ano69l]. Northwestern
[ESC+88]. Norway
[Ben07b, GL04, SSK21]. Norwegian
[Ano69-41, Enc70, Sko69]. Note
[St12]. Notes
[Sla91]. Notions
[LNST20].
November
[dGdMS69]. Nuclear
[Arn00, BPM84, Bul01, FG92, JK09, Joh09, Maz90, Pei84, PFC18, Pui05,
nullity [Raz94]. Numbers [God02, PW09]. Nursing [Vuo15, VL17]. Nutrition [FHS09].

O [Ano67c]. Oath [Ash69, Inn92]. Obama [WM20]. Object [SH07].
Objective [Yan20]. Objectivity [Sha17]. Objects [Röd17]. obligation [Hoo89]. Obligations [Seg85, Ano68c, Ano68d, SM72, Wei78a]. O’Brien [Ano64a, Ano65a]. obscure [Ano69d, SH07]. observation [Kem06].


Off [CHJZSG20, Enc06, Bel68a, Elv68, NB02, WHF18]. Office [Gre05, MG72].

Official [Sch03a]. officials [Ano67-37]. Officials [Des09, God02, Sal05].


Opening [CBKN17, Ano68r]. Openness [OPBCM15]. openness [Eam85, S.74c]. operation [Hum80]. Operational [Lak68]. operations [Mis73]. operative [Var81]. Opinion [Par00, Es77, Pie64, Rot90]. Opinions [Wer07]. Opportunities [Kay12, Shi92a]. opportunity [Low92].

Opposition [Maz75, Ano68y, HN77, Lad70, McC76]. optical [Dev80].

Optimal [Yan20]. optimum [Sut73]. options [Zim81]. Oracle [Col00].

ordeal [Ano67-29]. order [Shi78]. organic [Hab73]. Organisation [Dup63, Lon79, McG79, Wei97, And70, Ano62a, Ano62b, Div94, Hum80, Muk64, Pf670, Swa70, Wil72]. Organisational [BFGS14, EP91, TP16, Whi12]. Organisations [CCSM18, Kit10, Kor62].

organised [Hum70b, Mac70, Var70]. Organising [Gun67, Ros67b, LH19].

Organization [Elz12, Hes13]. Organizational [BZ21, CT13, Kra18, Kri97, KBBK13, Ole13, SMaR21, Sap17, TP14, MSD21].

Organizations [CHJZSG20, FvSA01, Kai13, MSD21]. Organizing [NM16].


outlook [Hum80]. Outpost [HK00]. Output [BC17, CBB20, Sto66].

Overcoming [KE01]. overcrowding [Ano68r]. Overeducation [Joh19].


Kro03]. Painting [Gre05]. Pakistan [Ano62g, Ano69x, Ano69-38].
[DS16]. paper [Gre05, Joh71a]. paperback [Son21]. Paradigms [Lyn03].
Paradox [Dow17, Dow18, Woe13]. Paragraphs [Rot07]. parentis [Ano67q].
Paris [Hah75]. Parliament [Alb63, Boy66]. Parliamentary
[Bha79, Ano68y]. Parliaments [Cop02]. Parsons [Van15]. Part
[Bel98b, Ano70g, Ano70li, Ano93c]. Participation
[Hag04, Jas03, MT20, Nov17, Tho10, Ano69-45]. Participative [Est04].
Participatory [Hal75]. Particle [NBGT05, HK88]. particularism [Ano67y].
Partisanship [Wil83b]. Partnership [Jen01, RvDG20, Woo09].
Partnerships [CA06, LAN14]. party [Ano66w]. Passionate [Nye07]. Past
[Kru08, Pap04, Rob03, S.72a]. Pasteur [Ano66h]. patent [Etz94].
Patenting [BFGS14, CG22, Kaa11, SH18]. patents [Koe81]. Path
[Col00, Hart02, Lai20, Nef14, SL18, TMP10]. Path-Dependent [TMP10].
pathfinder [Haf74]. Pathways [Itr08]. Patronage
[Cra86, MS12, Cob76, Fin77, Fox73, Lan87, Low92, Sta95, Tur87b]. Pattern
[Ano63m, Ano63r, Lin81]. Patterning [MEM20]. Patterns
[Bux03, Gib00, LBP10, Mor71a, ZMT1, Tur87a, Zim71]. Paul [Gra12, Thi04].
Pavlov [RLH91]. pbk [Bro20]. Peer [Col98, DS16, FB12, HH20c, OS21].
Peers [Bel97, Ano90d, Ano90e, Cro86, Roy84, S.72a]. Pellizzoni [Wei15].
People [Kor06, Bro07b, Rue83]. Perceived [BC20]. Perception [JM19].
Perceptions [ALH09]. Perfect [Rot07]. Performance
[BGP14, Fei09, SRTC10]. Performing [LS21, Yan20]. Period
peripheries [Cha94]. Periphery
[BGB18, DV98, OT20, Pui05, SM97, Ash96, Nye75, Shi91, Von73].
permanent [Ano66z, CSKF85, Shi95]. Perpetual [Ano69-37]. persistence
[Kak69]. persisting [Lew80]. Personal
[Ray09, SDVL19, VFMGEE13, Am82, Ash96, Rie83, Sei88, Zim81].
Personnel [Zap22]. persons [ML81]. Perspective
[Dou03, For08, GP04, HD22, MPW16, RBB13, SSK21, VL17, Yli14, Hus83].
Perspectives [AA94, Ano01c, BL16, Eck04, GAL22, Kai13, Nao11]. Peter
[Zin98, Sha17]. Ph.D. [Rud08]. phage [Mul72]. phantasm [Ano68q].
Pharmaceuticals [Sjo07]. phase [Ano67-28]. PhD [FBF+21, TSL19].
Philanthropic [Bu10, KX81, Lag87, BPM84]. Philanthropy [And97, BB81, Cae97, Gam97, Kar97, Kay97, Ric90b, RSS97, Sch03b, Wei97, Koh85].
[Aga92, Kri80]. Philosophy
[Ben98, Bro04, Har08, HH20b, Pet08a, Ros02, Hey87, Ric07]. Physical
[Hut09, Mos78, Cla70a]. physicist [ML83]. Physicists
[Mcl99, For74, Gro96b]. physico [AA88]. physico-chemical [AA88].
Physics [And07, Cal05, Gas71, Gli05, Hei17, Kri01, NBGT05, Pfe70, Cam85, HK88, Hol74, Hol81, Mac89, MI81, Pol72, Jen01]. PIAAC [Joh19]. Pielke
Ano78e, Ano83e, Ano83f, Ano86d, Gro92, Mor85, S.90, Ano65b, Ano65i, Ano69-45, MLS91, Plo75, Rai64, Sch83, WE72, Das64. Reporting [Maz84, Maz97, Nel21, Maz90]. Reports [Ano63l, Ano63m, Cro86, Lin81]. Reporting [Maz84, Maz97, Nel21, Maz90]. Reports [Ano63l, Ano63m, Cro86, Lin81]. Representation [Hop11]. Representations [BBU19]. Representatives [Ano65b]. Republic [Ano65a, Ben98, BC85, Bri06, FG92, Nol83, dlm03, S.76, Wei72a, Wei78a, Zim78, Ano92, Bar03, Fül00, Häf97, Har04, Hav66, MLS91, Mer79, Nol82, Pol62, Pol00, SB92, SJ05, Zim00b]. Republicanism [Col00]. Reputation [ML89]. Research [Aag17, ALH09, ACGG14, And91, Ano63o, Ano63p, Ano63q, Ano65q, Bas67, Bek13, BBV11, BRWB19, BBU19, BGP14, Blu69, Bri06, Bri05, BC17, Cal04, CBKN17, Cas05, CS15, Coc09, Coo67a, CCSM18, Cue97, CBB20, DeJ93, DR12, Don72, DPB +20, End09, EK98, FM10, FP18, FFM16, FSHdR18, Fre68, Gei97, GS05, GM03b, GAL22, Goo99, HJ16, HR09, HBW +18, HFSdrR19, Het97, HK11, HD22, Jac09, KW11, Kin97, Kra18, Kra06, Krü04, LNST20, LM04, Lau17, Lem20, LH19, LAN14, Lom79, LT16, MA69, Mac99b, MEM20, MS13, Mar11, MARMMSG20, MTE15, MKK22, MK19, Mtl20, Nef14, NZ68, Nel21, NM16, NB02, Nol99a, Nol99b, Nov17, Olie13, OBPCM15, Opit04, OCW20, Pap04, Pie12, PD17, Ras02, Ren08, Rit66, Ros68, Rdr15, Sä05, SmaR21]. Research [ST93, SdvL19, Sap17, Sch14, Sch07, SH18, Sha89a, Sjpa14, Sh18, SH02, Siku19, Smi09, SK00, SC04, TSL19, TP14, Tor18, Tur98, Tf12, VS20, VL17, WR15, WBW18, Wld04, Woe13, VW17, XOR21, Zap22, dGBM +21, AA88, Am70, Ano62a, Ano62b, Ano63b, Ano63n, Ano65b, Ano65s, Ano66z, Ano69-41, Ano70f, Ano82e, Ano85d, Ano85e, Ano91, Ano93a, Ass93, Aue80, BS07, Ben07b, BK70, BC85, Bor67, Bra93, Bul80, Che71, Chu85, CH85, Cra86, Cra66, Cro79, DA93, Dan67, DK74, Deb69, ED91, Etz92, Fox73, Fre67, Gir79, Gra71, Gra66, GDHH85, Gro82, Hah75, Hei06, Het90, Het91, Hun80, Hus77, Hus83, Hut70b, Hut72, Joh65b, Joh71b, KBD75, Kay66a, Kei81, Kor79, Kor62, Lak68, Low92, Löw87, Mac70, Mac71, MLS91]. Research [MR95, MRC95, MI81, Maz89, Mel74, Mi72, Mis73, Mor85, Mor64, Nay67, Nic77, Or171b, Or171a, Or172, Pal90, Pat85, Pav76, Per71, Pry71, Rab76, RC67, Ros67a, Rot66, S.73a, SS79, Sch80a, ST96, Sch80b, Sch83, Sch86, Sei81, SJ90, SL89, Sub66, Ted95, Tou67, Var70, Var81, Ves84, Ves88, Wei71, Wei74, Wet85, Wod75, Wod84, WE72, Zim71, Zim81, BEK12]. Researcher [LT16]. Researchers [Kaa11, OBPCM15]. Reshaping [Fal21]. Reshaping [Häf97, Rot99]. Resistance [Ano66a, Ano67b, Ano67-41]. Resolving [FG20]. Resources [Cam81, Kit10, BS07, Sha92a]. Respiration [MS13]. Respond [SD08, Tor18]. responding [GDHH85]. response [Cla95]. Responses [Ano69p, Hay88, ST96]. responsibilities [Ver81]. Responsibility [Bad04, Ano69c, Or180, Rad83]. Responsible [MPW16]. restless [Per68]. restoration [Cro94]. Restructuring [Coh98, SmaR21]. Results [CBB20]. Retention [Ano90b, S.90]. Rethinking [Kay97, Ray09]. retirement [Mor92]. Retractions [MO17]. retrospect [Ann82]. Return [Geu98]. Returnees [Sjpa14]. Returns [Joh19, WR15]. Reunification [Häf97]. Reveille [Rai01]. Review [Abo09, AS13, Bal99, Ban15, Bel97.
S [Bro08, Rim98, Sta08]. S. [Shi91]. Sabine [Smi08]. saccharin [PK80]. Sachs [BPM84, Pei84]. safeguards [Rav74]. Safety [Kön07, LS21, Rav74]. Sake [FD04, Ano69-40]. Salaam [Ano67a]. salvation [S.71c]. San [Rai01]. Sanderson [Div98]. Sandra [Gro99]. Sanitarians [Koh93]. sans [Sco01]. Saud [Maz05]. Saving [Gro70a]. Scalar [Kit10]. Scale [DS16, Ano69-39, Ano69-42]. Scanning [Dou03]. scarcity [Bra93]. Scazzieri [Wal10]. Scholar [Wei04, DGR19]. Scholarly [Ano78f, BA20, KBWA21]. Scholars [Bel98a, HD22, MT19, MN13, Rou19, MR95, MRC95, Pét93, Sch87b]. Scholarship [Eng99, Mat08, Kri80]. School [Ano67m, Ano67l, Ano69-29, Div98, Mac94, Ano67z, Ano69-36, SSG68]. Schools [Smi79, WC18, Gla74]. Schrödinger [McL99]. Schumpeter [God08]. Science [AR92, ALH09, AK11, Ano63a, Ano63r, Ano64o, Ano65b, Ano71h, Ano73b, Ano91e, Aro12, AGF09, Bad00, Bad04, Bal09, Bar06, Bar03, Ben13, BT19, BBSS03, Bon08, Bon10, Bor21, Bos05, Bou08, BS11, Bra15, Bro05, BM18, Bro04, Bro08, Bro13, Cam11, Caou04, Caou14, CG02, CS15, Col00, CÁCC20, Cue97, DF96, DRC14, Dem17, DR12, Dup90, DPB20, Eck04, Edq03, Eis13, Elz12, Ek98, EK01, EG06, FG20, Fei19, FG07, Fei09, FM10, FP18, FFM16, Fo97, Fox06, FVA01, Ful00, Gei88, GRO6, God02, Gre07a, Gre87, Gro80, Gro85, Gro99, Hag04, HI06, Hal63, Ham05, Ham08, Har08, Har06, Hes11, Hes13, HM21, Hoo03, HS99, Jas03, Jen97, Joh72b, Jos88, JE97, Kal18a, KE91, Kin97, KKK10, Koe07, Koh85, Kor06, Kra06]. Science [Kri00, Kro03, KB99, Kuv01, La08, Lai20, Len20, Log09, Low05, Lyn03, Mac00a, Mac94, Mac97, Mac08, MTS20, Mah00, MBS14, Ma20, MS12, Mat08, Maz77, McG16, MB10, Mey11, MN13, Müll14, Neh14, Nov11, Oky70, Ort16, Pan11, Pap88, PW09, Pet08a, PK09, PS01, Pol00, Pol05, PD17, Pui05, Qua71, Rad83, Rai01, Ras02, Ras03, Ren08, Rob98, RR05, Röd17, Rou07, Roz04, SSK21, Sal00, Sap71, Sch94, Shi16, Sin92, Som08a, Som08b, Sta02a, Sta02b, Sta08, Sti12, Stu98, Sut97, Su01, SJ05, Tau12, THE08, Tho10, TID0, Top02, VV12, Vuo15, Waa70, WBL15, WR15, Wei72b, Wei09, Wei12a, WBW18, Wei12b, Wei15, WG97, Wid95, Wid07, Xie21, Xu08, Zahl70, Zim00b, Zim06, Vr10, vdW01, Abe65, Ano63i, Ano66m, Ano66s]. science [Ano66t, Ano67-32, Ano71g, Ano73a, Arno73d, Arm07, Aue65, Bak78, Bar87, BD69, BD72, Bha79, Bec67, Bri77, Bro65, Bul80, BBS1, Cam85, Cha84, Che71, Chau85, Cob76, Cou96, Cou79, Cro75, Cum90, DK74, De39, Ded36, Ded66, Div91, Dob66, Doc70, Dub63, Eam85, Eis79, Elk77, Enc71, Es77, Ettz83, Ettz93, Etz96, Gas07, Gee74, Gen87, Gil67, Glo76, Gro71, GP77, Gun7, Gu84, Hau73, Hod80, Hol74, Hut72, Joh72c, Kak69, Ke84, Kin82, Koh76, Koh78, Koh93, Ko78, Lak73, Lew84, LM94, Lon69, Mac71, Mac73, McG78, Mor66a, Mor71a, MJ78, Mos78, Mot64, Muk64, Ne171, Ori71a, Ori72, Ori76, Osb71, O064, Pét93, Pfe70, Phil78, Pol62, Pol67, Ra94, Rei80, Ric07, Rie69, Ron79, Ros67b, RLH91, Rot81, RS77]. science [S.70b, S.71b, S.74d, S.76, S.84b, Sa91, ST93, Sch79, Sch93, SG72, Sha84, Shi91, Shi80, Sho72, Smi73, Smi96, Sne83, Sol75, Teu83, Tha80, Tur87a,
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